
la collina
pasta club

 
Gli alberi sonno bellissimi in questo periodo 
dell’anno! The trees are beautiful this time of year. 
We’re loving the reds and yellows that have 
started making an appearance on Capitol Hill.

As the weather takes a cooler turn, we’re bringing 
you a hearty baked pasta full of warmth and 
familiarity. This week’s meal is a baked beef 
bolognese with cochiglie (shells). We recommend 
using an overn-safe pan (stainless steel or cast 
iron) to heat your sauce, toss in your pasta, and 
bake. This will make popping it in the oven and 
after dinner clean up easier!

Snap a pasta pic! We can’t wait to see you 
cooking, enjoying, and sharing your Pasta Club 
meals. #dcpastaclub

• • • • • •

buon appetito!

In your kit:
 

• 24-ounce jar of Beef Bolognese
(*contains beef, alliums, capsaicin)

• 1 lb. Chonchiglie
(*contains gluten)

• Pecorino Genuino

•Caramel Coconut Almond Biscotti
(*contains nuts, gluten, egg, coconut)

Conchiglie Bolongese

storage
 
pasta  This is a semi-dry pasta and should be 
refrigerated until use. Use within one week.

sauce  Refrigerate the sauce until use. It can be 
kept in the refrigerator for up to 4 days unopened. 
Once the jar is opened, use the sauce within two days.

Preparation

ONE Preheat the oven to 400 degrees. Bring a pot 
of water to a rolling boil over medium-high heat. Sea-
son the water with salt.

TWO Stir in the pasta, and cook for five minutes. The 
pasta should still be quite chewy. Strain the pasta.

three While the pasta is boiling, heat the sauce in 
a separate pan.

four  Transfer the cooked pasta to the pan with the 
sauce. Toss to incorporate.

Five  Transfer the sauce and pasta mix to an ov-
en-safe baking dish or pan.

six Top with grated pecorino genuino and bake for 
15 minutes.

seven Remove the pasta from the oven. Let five 
minutes before serving. Buon appetito!

Notes

From the Kitchen

Thoughts on the Sauce: This bolognese sauce 
starts with a hard sear on the ground beef, so it 
browns and releases it fat to create a complex 
caramelized flavor. Fresh vegetables are ground 
to match the texture of the beef, and added to the 
pan, where they release water and develop their 
own concentrated, caramelized flavor. Next, we 
add spices and deglaze it all with white wine. 
The alcohol from the wine is cooked out before 
adding San Marzano tomatoes in the final step.

Cooking Tip: We recommend cooking the pasta 
so it is still quite chewy before putting it in the 
oven, where it will continue to cook and absorb 
sauce. By the time you take it out, the pasta will be 
perfectly cooked!

• • • • • •

Sustainability

Reuse your La Collina tote bag for each pick up.

Return your glass jar at your next pickup and 
we’ll give you 100 Reward Points. Ask us about 

our Rewards Points!

reminders

For any changes to your Pasta Club order, please 
email us at lacollina@easternpointdc.com.


